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CALCULATION OF FLEXIBLE BENDING ELEMENTS OF A FLIGHT 

STRUCTURE GIVEN THEIR ACTUAL CONDITION 

 

Summary. This article presents the results of the analysis of 

experimental data on testing of reinforced concrete elements for 

multiple-repeated loads and field tests of operated span structures. This 

article proposes dependencies on the definition of deflections during 

the operation period. Based on the processing of the available 

experimental data, dependences are proposed for determining 

deflections under multiple repeated loads, and on this basis, 

dependences are obtained for predicting the residual life of span 

elements. The initial data for the calculations are the data on 

the accumulated residual deflections determined in the process of 

technical diagnostics. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In many countries of the world, special importance is attached to scientific 

research in the field of studying the effect of corrosion of reinforcement and 

concrete. Improving both quality indicators and methods for calculating durability 

and strength, extending the service life of transport facilities. In this direction, in 

particular, improving the calculations of the resource impact of corrosion of 

concrete and reinforcement of bridge span structures, the development of 

calculation methods for using modern computer technologies in scientific 

research is considered one of the important tasks [1,3-5,12,13]. 

With the acquisition of independence of the Republic of Uzbekistan, great 

importance was attached to the development of transport communications 

structures, the design of ground structures, and the improvement of their 

construction and operation. 

Currently, more than 7000 bridges are operated in the Republic. To increase 

their reliability and calculate their strength, several tasks were performed. Along 

with this, it is necessary to improve the methods of calculation and increase the 

resource of artificial structures in the structure of transport communications. The 

Strategy for Action for the Further Development of the Republic of Uzbekistan, 

included the following objectives, “... the implementation of targeted programs 

for the development and modernisation of road transport, engineering, 

communication and social infrastructures”. In a broad sense, the importance of a 

research and development approach to calculating the life of road bridges in this 

respect, increasing operational reliability and ensuring the reliability of newly 

erected and operated bridges grows. 

 

 

2. FORECASTING RESIDUAL RESOURCE BY DEFLECTION 

 

When assessing the load capacity and predicting the residual life of reinforced 

concrete spans, residual deflection (sagging) must be considered, and in many 

cases, this factor may be decisive. 

As a result of the analysis of experimental data on tests of reinforced concrete 

elements for repeated loads and field tests of operated span structures, 

dependencies are proposed for defining deflections during operation. The results 

of the survey of reinforced concrete spans showed that the actual accumulated 

deflections (sagging) differ from the calculated. The calculation was according to 

the design standards of the year of construction of the objects under consideration. 

The use of existing standards has however not led to satisfactory results. This is 

clearly observed when calculating the deflections of the console of the plates of 

the extreme beams of the road bridges and the external console of the ballast 
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trough plates in the railway bridges. Here, the difference between the actual and 

calculated deflections reaches 4-5 times [6,7]. In connection with the foregoing, 

an attempt was made to improve the existing methodology for calculating 

deflections.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Prediction of residual resource on the criterion of limiting deflection 

Texp - time from the start of operation until the time of the survey; Tres is 

a complete resource; Δ Tres - residual resource 

 

Simultaneously, the total value of the deformation of the residual deflections 

of bending reinforced concrete elements, considering long-term constant and 

frequently repeated loads, is presented in the form: 

 

 f = fg+fN (1) 

 

where: 

fg - deflection from the effects of permanent long-acting loads;  

fN - deflection from repeated exposure to temporary loads. 

 

The value of fg is determined by known methods [6] considering the creep of 

concrete under the action of a constant load. Moreover, as shown in [11], for 

bending reinforced concrete beams under constant long-acting loads, in natural 

climatic conditions, formulas of normative documents, considering creep 

deformation of concrete according to recommendations [14], give satisfactory 

results. 

The deflections of reinforced concrete beams due to the long action of multiple-

repeated loads are manifested due to the deformation of the vibro-creeping 

concrete. According to V.M. Bondarenko [2], the additional increment of 
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the deflection in dynamically loaded structures due to the vibrocreep of concrete 

can reach significant values. 

Below, an attempt is made to develop a practical method for determining the 

deflection of the dynamic component of the load based on the available 

experimental data [15]. This paper uses the results of experimental studies 

performed in TashIIT laboratory [15]. The test results of beams for multiple 

loadings are shown in Fig. 2. As can be seen in Fig. 2, a clear pattern of changes 

in deflections during repeated loads depends on the voltage level. Beams loaded 

with a high level of stress have high values of relative deflection at repeated loads. 

The determination of the expected limit values of residual deflections during 

repeated loads is carried out by constructing diagrams according to the procedure 

[6] (Fig. 3). To do this, we calculate the increment N/f, where N is the number of 

loading cycles; f is the value of residual deflection corresponding to this 

magnitude of loading cycles. On the diagram, we plot N/f along the ordinate axis 

and N values along the abscissa axis. From the obtained points, a regression line 

is plotted graphically or analytically, the cotangent of which angle is taken as the 

limiting deformation value of the residual deflection fcr, N, and the section cut off 

by this straight line at abscissa axis, for the parameter of the rate of increase in the 

deflection deformation. 

The limiting values fg- of curvature from constantly repeated loading can be 

determined by the dependence: 

 

 
1

𝜌𝑁𝑐𝑟

=
𝜀𝑏𝑁𝑐𝑟

𝑥
=

𝑙𝜎𝑏𝐶𝑓𝑁𝑐𝑟

𝑥
  (2) 

 

where: 

εbNcr - limit values of deformation from constantly repeated loading; l is the length 

of the span;  

CfNcr - limiting values of a measure of a vibrocreep of concrete;  

x - height of the compressed zone of concrete. 

 

The limiting values of the vibro-creep measure are recommended to be 

determined by the expression [6]: 

 

 𝐶𝑓𝑁𝑐𝑟
=

𝜑𝑐𝑟(𝑡,𝜏0)

𝛦𝑏
[𝜌 +

1,11 𝑙𝑔𝑁𝑐𝑟(1−𝜌2)

6,3
] (3) 

 

where:  

φcr(t,τ0) - the limiting values of the characteristic of simple creep of concrete;  

ρ - asymmetry of loading cycles;  

Ncr - the limit number of cycles until the deflection of permissible values is 

reached. 
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Fig. 2. The increase in the relative deflection of beams with  

multiple repeated loads 
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The limiting deflection from constantly repeated loading is determined by the 

known formula: 

 

 𝑓𝑁𝑐𝑟
=

1

𝜌𝑁𝑐𝑟

𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 (4) 

 

According to the parameters obtained above, it is possible to determine the 

value of the deflection fN for any number of loading cycles N by the formula: 

 

 𝑓𝑁 = 𝑓𝑐𝑟
𝑁

𝑎𝑓+𝑁
 (5) 

 

In the formula, the parameter af characterises the rate of accumulation of 

residual deflection under repeated loading and depends on many factors. The 

change in aN determined from the results of processing the experimental data 

shown in Fig. 3, depending on the loading level of the beam Mmax/Mcr. The change 

in the af parameter from Mmax/Mcr is satisfactorily described by the expression: 

 

 𝑎𝑓 =
0,36∙106

𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥/𝑀𝑐𝑟
 (6) 

 

Perhaps there is a connection from the asymmetry of the loading cycle, the 

mechanical characteristics of concrete and other factors. However, according to 

the available experimental data, such a link cannot be established. In the 

calculations, the number of loading cycles according to the actual throughput of 

the overpass is determined by this method [6]. For practical calculations, the 

increase in deflections over time can be established using the relationship: 

 

 
𝑡

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠
=

𝑁

𝑁𝑐𝑟
 (7) 

 

From here: 

 

 𝑁 = 𝑡
𝑁𝑐𝑟

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠
 (8) 

 

Combining formulas, we get: 

 

 𝑓𝑁 = 𝑓𝑐𝑟
𝑡𝑁𝑐𝑟

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑁+𝑡𝑁𝑐𝑟
 (9) 

where:  

Ncr - the number of loading cycles until the deflection of fcr is reached;  

Tres - the service life of the superstructure.  
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According to the obtained dependence, it is possible to determine the amount 

of deflection from the impact of a long-term load during operation. Full deflection 

for bending beams: 

 

 𝑓 =
5𝑞𝑙4

384𝐵
+ 𝑓𝑐𝑟

𝑡𝑁𝑐𝑟

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑁+𝑡𝑁𝑐𝑟
 (10) 

 

For the outer console slab: 

 

 𝑓 =
𝑞𝑙4

3𝐵
+ 𝑓𝑐𝑟

𝑡𝑁𝑐𝑟

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑁+𝑡𝑁𝑐𝑟
  (11) 

 

 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Thus, based on the processing of the available experimental data, dependencies 

are proposed for determining deflections under multiple-repeated loading and are 

obtained on this basis for predicting the residual life of elements of span structures 

[15]. The initial data for the calculations are the data on the accumulated residual 

deflections determined in the process of technical diagnostics. 

Furthermore, it was established that one of the main factors that reduce the 

carrying capacity and residual life of elements of the superstructures is the 

accumulation of residual sags (sagging). It is shown that the main reason for the 

development of unacceptable deflections is the constant build-up of the 

carriageway with asphalt concrete pavement and salt corrosion of concrete and 

reinforcement. 
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